
HOW TO WRITE A GOOD ARTIST PROFILE PICS

DON'T: Photos like this old selfie of mine don't make for a good profile photo. I've used so many filters that you can
barely tell who I am!.

Renee Phillips has graciously included a sample artist biography on her blog. If your username is different
than firstnamelastname, you'll want to keep your full name here. Keep it as natural as you can. From process
to inspiration, usually there is a common question that your work will elicit. Email address If you like people
to contact you via email, your Instagram profile is a great place to include it. You can share gallery openings, a
new line of products or a redesigned website - anything you can think of. Did you know emojis are
searchable? This way, the light should remain even. Your living room or backyard work well. Even the best
artist bios need to be revised as you develop in your career. Keep it concise and engaging. Subscribe to our
newsletter. Let your personality shine. Christine and the Queens 2. Her distinct blend of dance-inspired poses
and underwater photography has kept her active in the art scene since she began shooting in  Instead, I
recommend changing the name field in your profile. If you can, use a camera to take the photo. Look up some
artist profile examples from artists in your field, and try to pick out some descriptive words that you like, that
explain your art, and that are understandable to laypeople. Your art medium s and special techniques
Inspiration and what you are passionate about Your biggest achievements. Take notice of which photos jump
out at you. Easy, right? You are limited only by your imagination. Background First, choose your location.
Your artist bio is about connecting with someone and giving them a window into who you are. What should
you include, and what is better left out? Avoid too many bright, colourful things. Add a few extra sentences
about your inspiration and process. For example, your easel or some of your artworks. While it helps to look at
the camera, by no means is it essential. Need Inspiration and a Sample? What do you make and who do you
make it for? Natural elements, like trees and grass work perfectly. Your image is your brand on Spotify.


